We apply a recent theory by Coolen and Sherrington [Phys. Rev. E. 49, 1921 (1994) 
II. DYNAMICS (2) . For A", =5", we recover the Hopfield model, the equilibrium properties of which were studied in the seminal papers [7, 14] (including the model near saturation, i.e. , p=aN with a)0). The dynamics, for arbitrary [ A"] but finite p, was analyzed in [15] .
The equilibrium statistical mechanical analysis near saturation for symmetric [ A ""] (detailed balance) has only recently been performed in [13] . Here we concentrate on the dynamics near saturation, i.e. , p=o.X, or arbitrary [ A"] (not necessarily symmetric).
We make the so-called condensed ansatz: only a finite number c of patterns g"=(P" 
ar(s)= 1 1 -g g, "s, [ JM, V& c~p& c,V~c~p~c, v& c] j j (4) For symmetric systems r(s) is proportional to the disorder-dependent contribution to the Eiamiltonian (the disorderindependent contribution being a function of m). As in [2, 3, 6] we hereby build in the correct equilibrium behavior. For nonsymmetric systems, however, no such guide for choosing r 1S available and the only motlvatlons are analogy with the symmetric case and (a posteriori) success of the resulting theory. Since r(s) contains a symmetric sum, it only depends on the symmetric part A' of the matrix A.
The corresponding macroscopic probability distribution P, (m, r ) is P, (m, r)= gp, (s)5(m -m(s))5(r -r(s)) .
Insertion of the microscopic laws (1) leads to P, ( In the limit N~0() Eq. (8) acquires the Liouville form, the solutions of which describe deterministic evolution, P, (m, r) =5(m -m*(t))5(r -r*(t)), where (m*(t), r*(t)) obeys the (low equations
with ( f(g) )&=2 g . . .f(g), and with the distributions 2)&[z, z ] of the intrinsic noise contributions to the alignment fields within sublattices,
So far the theory is exact for X~~, within the condensed ansatz. However, the noise distributions depend on t through the microscopic probability distribution p, (s), requiring us to solve the master equation (1), which is exactly what we want to avoid. We now close the macroscopic equations [(10) and (11)],following [2, 3, 6] , by assuming the following:
(i) The Row equations [(10) and (11) ],and hence the noise distributions, are self-averaging with respect to the disorder, i.e. , the variables g', allowing us to average over them.
( 
Here we have redefined the pattern components to be averaged over to diA'erentiate them from the condensed patterns: r)I'=P for p) c.
III. INTRINSIC NOISE DISTRIBUTIONS
A. Replica approach
We calculate the noise distributions using the replica identity 2)(z, s)= 5 z --g gksk
where q &(s) =(1/N ) gk&;sksg, and l"=5".Our average (16) therefore becomes 
We split @ into extensive and the intensive parts; @=NO -%: 
The last term in 4 (27) 
These equations are to be solved for A positive definite, which is necessary for the Gaussian integral to be well defined, possibly placing restrictions on the eigenvalues of A. 
(43)
Carrying out the spin average gives
We can carry out the integral over y immediately (assuming 0 to be positive); however, the cosh" '( . ) will cause a divergence for n~0. However, if we define 6 =ctpr-P the cosh terms in (52) become
ipxV+wr -i sin(bx-)sinh g g p ix--ipx 7+wI cos(hx)cosh g g pix, -v~c P v~c P so that the possible divergence eliminated by the contour shift y'= w -(ix /I )(X /p+p9'), giving [16] , it shows a good qualitative fit to the clearly non-Gaussian shape, in contrast to the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau approaches [10, 11] . The lack of non-Gaussian shaped noise distributions networks with nonsymmetric interactions implies that symmetry plays an important role in building up the correlations between the system state and the uncondensed patterns at the microscopic level, or equivalently, that the macroscopic dynamics does not lead the system to a region of (m, r) space where the noise distribution is strongly non-Gaussian (q~1).
Gaussian noise
In previous papers the noise distribution has often been assumed to have a Gaussian shape [11] . Here [6, 16] the present theory appears not to be exact due to the assumption of equipartitioning within the energy subshells. However, as with the previous study [3] , we expect the equations to capture the essential features of the Aow.
We can write the dynamic equations in a more compact form by changing variables to -a~-1/2 g We make the following specific choice for A, (76) amount of computer time necessary). By varying a we are still in a position to investigate the agreement between theory and simulations for both symmetric and asymmetric A.
We notice that for a =0 we obtain the Hopfield [16] show that the agreement between experiment and theory is not perfect.
Furthermore, in those regions where detailed balance holds, the correct equilibrium equations derived in [13] are 
